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INSIDE:

Professor may sue for copyright violation

NEWS:

Sale of lecture notes by The Notebook is illegal professor said

Police Beat
pg.2

•

•

A _van reeking of burnt
plants leads to the
arrest of three male
suspects for possesion
of cannabis.

Campus (:hat Room
pg.4
Should professors'
notes be sold? Five
UCF students give their
feelings on the issue of
buying class notes.

FEATURES:
Video Rewind
pg.10

by Michelle Martinez
Staff writer
In an attempt to discourage

The Notebook from selling Mass
Communication Law lecture notes,
Timothy O'Keefemay file a lawsuit
against the business this month.
The Notebook, located inside
of Apartment Hunters at 12227University Blvd., sells lecture notes fqr
40 courses. The business hires students in each of the courses to ta.ke
notes.
O'Keefe said he is considering filing a suit against The Note. book for violating copyright law,
but it would not be for his personal
gain.
"It's the fact that they are
making money off of something to
which they have contributed no effort," O'Keefe said.
He added that professors
spend a substantial amount of time

Some professors plan to give
The Notebook competition
by Michelle Martinez
Staff writer
Rather than suing The Notebook for selling his classroom lecture notes, Patrick Jablonski has
come up with a different
way to approach the matter-he may become one of its
competitors.
In an effort to discourage
The Notebook, a business that
sells lecture notes for 40

selecting, organizing and presenting material in class.
O'Keefe said he does not like
the idea ~at an "outsider" is profit-

classes, some professors have
considered selling their
own lecture notes.
"I think if they [The Notebook] have the right to sell my
classnotes, then I have the
right to," said Jablonksi, who
teaches Communication Research Methods.
He said that suing The
Notebook would not stop it from
see COMPETITORS page 4

campus," he said.
The Notebook would not
comment on the possible lawsuit
against it.
The business sells its notes
for $5.50 to $7.50 and they are sold
by exam periods. For example, stu- ·
dents can purchase notes six days
before an exam to 'itudy ahead of
time. These notes include a coupon
that allows. students to return for the
rest of the lecture notes for the exam.
"Not only is it [selling notes]
illegal, ii's incredibly unethical,"
O'Keefe said.
However, James Lussier, a
partner in the law firm of Mateer &
Harbert, said that several questions
would have to be considered in determining whether The Notebook is
selling notes illegally.
Some questions that could
arise in a copyright case involving

ing from his lecture notes.
"I would rather have the fraternity sell the notes 'to their mem- ·
bers because they are part of the see NOTEBOOK page 4

Gara e to decrease arkin headaches on campus

.---~~~---31...L-.~~~~~~~~~~~__..__~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~--,

by Wael Mourad
Staff Writer

Fairuza Balk in The Craft

OPINION:
The Auto Column
pg.7

•

Who makes the better
automobile; the big
three in Detroit or the
Japanese- automobile
companies?

SPORTS:
Cornhuskers on tap
for Golden Knights
pg.12

,

The UCF Golden
Knights will play the
Nebraska Cornhuskers
next season. Future
sports previews what
that means for the UCF
football team and the
athletic program in
general.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
Once completed, thisparking garage is expected to make parking on campus a little less daunting.
It will have parking -spots for 1300 cars and is expected to open in time for the fall '97 semester

Up and coming as dfie 6
state's fastest growing universities,
UCF now faces the troublesome
siae effect of its parking woes. In
hopes of quieting the gripes of the
28,000 population, the university
expects an $8 million parking garage to be completed before the fall
'97 semester.
According to university
sources, officials had begun considering a garage four years ago, when
see GARAGE page 3

Scavron/George ticket victorious in SG elections run-off
by Darren Crovitz
Contributing writer
In a special run-off election held on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, Aaron Scavron
and Stacey George narrowly defeated opponents Mike Hess and
Brooks Emerson for the offices of
UCF Student Body President and
Vice-President. Scavron and George
collected approximately 50.7% of
the estimated 2800 ballots cast in
the run-off, defeating Hess by a
scanty 47 votes. Regular elections
held the week earlier had eliminated
candidates Kevin Koenig and
Dominic Fariello from the race and
necessitated last week's second election.
Appearing rested and con-

,, ...................
The number one
message I would
like to deliver to
students is about
coming together.
Aaron Scavron, SG
president

................... ''
fident on his first full day as President and accompanied by George,
Scavron entertained his first postelection Future interview last Thursday, speaking of the high-tension
pressures of the campaign race and
reflecting on the success of his

team's vision and his hopes for student government in the coming
months.
"The number one message
I would like to deliver to students,"
said Scavron, "is about coming together. The elections were close
and it was a very tight race, but
Stacey and I intend to make reestablishing unity here at UCF a
priority." Scavron is quick to commend all the candidates involved in
this year's election, pointing to increased voter turn-out as evidence
of more relevant ~tudent government issues emerging. "With the
election over, we're looking forward to bringing everyone together
in rebuilding SG," he said.
Looking back over a
strenuous last few weeks, both

Scavron and George see their dedication and effort as the key facet in
the ticket's success. "Simply finishing this election, regardless of
whether we won or not, was the
proudest moment of my life," asserts the new President.
George reveals that the
run-off voting days were trying and
stressful, but by concentrating on
their platform ideas, the team remained true to their campaign values. "We stayed with the issues,"
she said, "focusing on our goals
and ideas rather than dwelling on
comparing ourselves with the other
candidates." The Vice-President
sees the victory as somewhat of a
grass-roots voter movement. "We
see ELECTION page 2
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.Several crime prevention
activities on tap for today
Smelly van leads to
multiple.charges of
drug possession

wallet was stolen from the library
on Sept. 25. The wallet is valued
at $100.

Three males were charged
with the possession of cannabis
and the possession of drug paraphernalia on Sept. 28. The defendants were inside a blue Chevrolet
van that was parked at the UCF
Arena. As an officer was conducti~g foot patrol of the parking
lot, he walked by the van and
smelled a strong odor coming
from the van. The officer asked
the men to step out and then conducted a search of the van. The
following items were discovered:
a clear, plastic bag containing a
green, leafy substance, a burnt
and rolled cigarette with a green,
leafy substance inside if it, a
wooden pipe with residue and
burnt material within, a wooden
tray with a green, leafy substance
on the top and rolling papers.

•A student parking decal,
#D28061, was reported stolen on
Sept. 24. The decal was removed
from the rear window of a black
Nissan. The parking decal is valued at $50.

Female batters officer
foil owing traffic stop
A 19-year old female was
charged and arrested for battery
on a law enforcement officer, possession of alcohol, and carrying
an open container of an alcoholic
beverage on Sept. 28. The defendant was observed consuming out
ofa silver and dark blue 12-ounce
can while she was driving. An
officer pulled her over, and the
defendant's friend was given the
can and dropped it on the grass. It
wasacanofBushLitebeer. When

the officer attempted to arrest the
defendant, she resisted arrest. He
handcuffed her and put her inside. a
patrol car. When inside the patrol
car, the defendant began to kick and
spit on the car. She had to be transferred to another patrol car with a
cage. She kicked the officer in the
right shin when he was transporting
her to the caged vehicle. She made
several more attempts to injure the
officer, but failed.
Reported Incidents:

•The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity hosted an open house
party at the fraternity house on
Sept. 21, in which minors were
consuming alcoholic beverages.
•A student parking decal
was stolen from a white Toyota
on Sept. 20. The decal's estimated value is $50.

•On Sept. 26, it was reported
that a credit card was stolen from a
purse in the Education building, room
•OnSept.19,astudentpark310. Over $4,000 of merchandise
.
ingdecal,#Dl8943,
wasremoved
was charged to the credit card. .
from the rear window of a red
•It was discovered on Sept. 26 Jeep Cherokee. The value of the
that a credit card was stolen from decal is $48.
Howard Phillips Hall, room 305D.
The credit carq had $2,600 worth of
charges on it.
•A Roadmaster Shimano bicycle was discovered stolen on Sept.
26. The bicycle was parked in a bike
rack at UCF. The bicycle is black
and silver, and the serial number js
RMC23470973. The front fork of
the bike and the pedals are scratched.
The estimated value of the bike is
$100.
•A brown Dooney and Bourke

•A faculty parking hangtag was reported stolen on Aug.
29. Someone broke into a white
Ford Tempo and stole the hangtag. The hang-tag is valued at
$148.
•If you have information
regarding any of the above incidents, contact the UCFPD at

823-5555.

-Compiled by Michelle Abram

October is National Crime
Prevention Month and the UCFPD
has serveral activities planned for
today in observation of crime prevention.
•Library Display: Don'tforget to check out the library display
case for Crime Prevention Month.
It will on the main level of the
library until October 14.
•Crime Prevention A wards
Ceremony: Today, at 8:30 AM,

the UCFPD will recognize and
present awards to individuals who

•
•

donated their time and efforts to
crime prevention programs. This
event will take place in front of the
UCFPD.
•Sally Safeasaurus: Today,
Sally Safeasaurus will perfonn two
shows about seat belt safety at the
Creative School and Early Childhood_ Development Center. Show
times are 10: 15 and 11 :00 AM.
For more information on the
Crime Prevention month activities
contact the UCFPD at 823-5555.
-by Michelle Abram

•

•
•

•

Scavron/George 's message: unity
paign agendas:Tentatively, Scavron
is planning on mid-November (folhad no factions throwing their lowing the SG Senate elections,) as
weight behind us. Instead, we sim- the date for instituting his idea for an
ply presented to students our vision Interactive Student Forum. More
wide-ranging goals, including plans
and ideas, and it paid off."
Though a winner by only for increasing UCF' s integration into
a slim margin, Scavron holds the the surrounding economic commusimilar view that his team's victory nity through an outreach program,
represents a mandate from the stu- are scheduled for next spring, and
dents. "We have always been about would be highlighted by a "UCF
balance and moving forward in a Day" designed to increase UCF's
positive manner, and we have to profile in Orlando.
Though certainly pleased
believe that the voters responded to
with t~e victory and eager to begin
that."
Scavron and George both the executive term, Scavron holds
recognize that having won the elec- no illusions of the road ahead, nottion, rebuilding the structure and ing that a steady hand will be necesorganization of student government sary in raising student government
is now of the essence. "Our first . from the ashes oflast year's suspenduty is getting the offices [of SG] sion. Still, he is confident about the
backinorder," saidScavron. "We're future. "We've always stayed true
looking at a clean slate, at recon- to our vision and ideas during the
structing student government again campaign, striving for the best interests of the students," he said.
from the ground up."
The victory of the "Now we have the chance to bring
Scavron/George team now allows this campus together to create a
the duo to pursue their creative cam- better student government."
ELECTION from page 1

•

•

•
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282-0505

•

$5.00 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN

Come Watch on our

BIG

Screen TV

•

•

•

,~, g-?_¢,· wings

•
$'"2'.,/~ ,99
. ,. Pitchers of Beer
:-;

WHERE: ~t Hart1our Schoo! on 3955 Red
tn1g Lake Road (about 1/8 mile
· west of Dodd Rd.)
There is no catch, NONE, NADA
ZJPPO, simply put it ~ offered
through the University Unitarian
Universafist Societyk we do not do
1

'-';:,.

•

.

throughout the game.
Monday-Friday 11-5
only 25¢ wings at this time
All Day and Night Saturday
Looking for a great byte?
www.beslpizza.com

•
•
•

catche~.

Located across from UCF
in the UC7 Shopping Center

•
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INDIE KNIGHTS
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CAB Concerts Committee Presents:

Featuring 1996 Florida "lammy· award winners
Narrow margin of victory in
SG Election
The results for the SG
presidential run-off election are
as follows:
Hess/Emerson: computer
count 1387 votes or 48.9% and
1390 hand counted votes for
49.0%.
Scavron/George: computercount 1430computervotes
or50.4%and 1437handcounted
votes for 50.7%

Calling all nursing students
The UCF Student Nurses
Association will have a general
meeting on Oct. 14, 1996 in HPB
room450.
Any interested nursing
students are encouraged to attend. Dues for the SNA is $8.00.
For more information on
theStudentNursingAssociation
call Heather Zimmerman, SNA
president, at the UCF nursing
department office.
The SNA is also in need of

personal items, such as razors,
shampoo, deorderant, etc. for the
coalition for the homeless. Items
can be dropped off at the nursing
department office in HPB 410. The
drive will last until Oct. 26.
For more information on the
drive for the homeless, call Jennifer Schantzen at (407) 453-5447.

Celebration to people with
disabilities in the lime light
The Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce will host Central
Florida's Disability Awareness Celebration '96 on Sunday, Oct. 20 at
the Orlando Fashion Square from
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Highlights of the day include
a wheelchair basketball game featuring the the Magic Wheels and an
awards ceremony with Orlando
mayor Glenda Hood at 2:30 p.m.
Free health screenings and
massages will also be offered as
part of the festival.

Balc-ney Sandwich
)()~

Best Funk / R&B Group
With Very Special Guests:

,

-

Best of Cucchiana
AND

The Groovenics
UCF's Student Activities Center

'The Wild Pizza"
October 11, 1996
Doors open 9:oopm
UCF Students FREE
Non-Student's $ 5

<ffurikin' It Up in S~le !!!
1e~w::::1
UNM!RSITY CE!'mAL F1..0wA
CAMPUS Amvmfj bRtJ
OF

Daily user fee projected for
1300 parking place garage
GARAGE from page 1

..

the lack of convenient parking became evident.
"We've recognized the
need for additional parking;" said
director .of campus Parking Services Ina Carpenter. "And it's the
result of a lot people thinking we
need a parking garage on campus."
Carpenter is not the only one
who thinks that a parking garage is
an idea whose time has come.
"There's just not enough
parking spots coming around," said
David Finnerty, assistant director
of public affairs. "The way this
university is growing, a parking
garage is the best solution."
Honoring UCF's request,
the Florida Board of Reagents
(BOR) approved the fund-raising,
during their Nov. 15, 1994 meeting
in Tampa.
The garage is expected to
be built on the north side of the
Education building, on lot G-3. "In
that area, I expect it'll help quite a
bit," said Carpenter. It will contain
two offices: Parking Services and
Police/Bicycle control, which will
only be open during peak hours,
she said.
Also, according to officials, there is no intention on the
installation of an elevator despite
the fact it will stand four stories tall.
With the removal of the 300 spaces
in the G-3 lot, and the addition of
approximately 1300 new spots in
the new facility, the net of 1000
parking spaces is expected to impact the congestion.
"That's what we're hop-

ing for," said Peter Newman, facilities planning director. According to
Newman, they are presently waiting
for the contracts to be signed by the
contractors, which should be this
month. They anticipate the notice to
proceed this month.
The time frame for completion of the garage is ten months to a
year according to Newman.
"Our goal is to get it ready by
the [next] fall semester," Newman
said. "At least that's what we're
hoping for."
In terms of cost, a daily fee
is projected in addition to the decals.
However, this is only tentative, and
according to Newman, still undetermined.
According to Finnerty, it's
still something that's being kicked
around. Whatever the format though,
he expects theadded convenience to
target the wallet. It's the best solution to the problem; it is unfortunately costly, but there's not much
you can do, he said.
Despite the large investment, freshman Daniel Palmateer
sees it as worth while. "We've got to
have a garage, because I don't want
to have to stalk people to find a
spot," he said.
As of the past month, there
were a total of 9, 193 parking spaces
on campus; of which 8,685 were
reserved for students, faculty, and
staff, and 7,490 for students alone.
With the addition of this
and possibly three more garages located as far as the arena, these figures are expected to rise in hopes of
accommodating the growing UCF
family.

\

Auditions: October 9, 1996
Student Center Auditorium 5 - Sp.m.
Enter NOW 111 Student Ce11ter 198
For Infor1nation 823-64711&~.!!!8~1
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Campus Chat Room: Should professor's notes be sold?

,, ................._

' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~111111111111111

Yes, class notes help
the student to better
understand the lesson.
It is very helpful to
compare your notes
Chris Jones, 19, undecided with the instructor's
Why shouldn't they
.......................................
No, purchasing class be? Sometimes an
instructor's lectures
notes limits learning.
do not convey all the
It will make students
points they are trying
lazy. We are at the
to make.
university to seek

__ ''

Wayne Atkins, 19, music
education

knowledge not buy
knowledge.

Similiar lawsuit in Gainesville
found no copyright violation

................._,,
Travis Heath, 20, music

"

NOTEBOOK from page 1

notes to students, according to a
Nov. 24, 1993 article in The

The Notebook are, what authority
was given to the students by the
professor to take notes, and who is
the real author of the notes.
The real author of the notes
can be debated because students
often change the order of words
when taking notes, which could
make the student the true author.
A case similar to the one
O'Keefe may file has already been
decided by a jury in Gainesville.
In 1993, The University of
Florida lost a copyright infringement lawsuit against A Plus Notes,
a business that also sells lecture

Gainesville Sun.

The jury agreed unanimously
that A Plus Notes did not violate
copyright law and that 90 percent of
the facts and ideas presented in professors ' lectures do not belong to
anyone.
O'Keefe said the outcome of
this case may make it more difficult
for him to find a lawyer.
Due to a collective bargaining agreement at UCF, professors,
not the university, are responsible
for taking legal action if there is a
question of copyright infringement.

•Compiled by
Christina Columbus

No, a student should be
expected to attend class
regularly. There are no
short cuts in the real
world why should there
be any in school?

•
Tameka Dukes, 19,
Computer engineering

'' --~--~~---:----~-:::::::::::::::::::~'~'
Yes, the problem is not
with the buying and
selling of notes but
rather with attendance
rates in classes where
students already have Laura Pinkocze, 20,
Elementary education
the notes.

One professor ponders selling notes from car
COMPETITORS from page 1
selling lecture notes, so he is going
to try to compete with it instead. He
is considering selling his notes out
of his car, but will not sell them out
of his office.
"I intend to hit them [The
Notebook] in their pocketbook," he
said. Jablonski's Communication
Research Methods class has 308
students.
There is not a university policy
that would prohibit professors from
selling their notes.
"They own that material and
the real key is the students are not
obliged to buy it," said Beth Liberto,
general counsel.
Because students can obtain

class notes ahead of time, they may
be discouraged to attend class lectures. Jablonski said it is important
for students to attend class because
some parts of his lectures contain
visual examples.
Now that he is aware thatThe
Notebook is selling his lecture notes,
Jablonski said he will quiz his class
everyday to make sure students are
attending class.
Dr. Otto Phanstiel, assistant
professor in the chemistry department, agrees that attending class is
important to students' learning.
"I think that the reason why
the students take· the course is to
listen to the lecture and acquire the
notes to the lecture frofn the professor directl ," Phanstiel said.

"

Phanstiel said he did not like
the fact that The Notebook is selling
his lecture notes. He is also considering selling his notes as a part of the
Organic Chemistry course packet
and putting course notes on the Internet.
"I don't think The Notebook
should be able to sell notes to the
students without the university's
permission," Phanstiel said.
Phanstiel and Jablonski have
not decided when they will implement these ideas. Jablonski said he
is interested in selling his notes, but
needs to look into the matter further.
"I would like to devote more
time to research and teaching than
really driving some company out of
business," Jablonski said.

Get More Than a Test Score - Get Back Your Life

NATIONAL DEPRESSION SCREENING DAY
Thursday, October 1o, 1996
+ FREE of Charge
+ Written Self-Test for Depression

+ Screening Interview with Mental

+

Health Professional from the
UCF Counseling and Testing
Center
Educational Presentation

Symptoms of Depression Include
+ loss ofpleasure
+ feeling of sadness, hopelessness,

LOCAL DEPRESSION SCREENING
INFORIVIATION:
WHERE:

Student Center Auditorium

WHEN:

1O:OOam - 5:30pm

WHO:

Counseling & Testing
Center Staff

worthlessness

+ changes in sleeping and eating
patterns

+ irritability, anxiousness, restlessness
+ inability to concentrate
+ fatigue or loss of energy
•

Students, Faculty, and
Staff Are Invited

unexplained aches and pains

+ thoughts of death or suicide

Depression is an illness and
enecuve treawents are available.

For additional information, call:
823-2811

If you are not a student, faculty, or staff, call Florida Hospital at 897-1645 or South Seminole
Hospital at 262-2200 for screening times. You may also call Toll Free 1-888-805-1000 for a site
near you .
An Outreach Event During Me ntal Illness Aware ness Wee k
Supported 1n port by on educotlona grant from Ell Lilly and Company.

.,
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Club Info
Join us for victory in '96 ! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Carmen: 823-0526
UCF demos @ aol.com
UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438
UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Student Union meets Tuesdays.
9 pm in Social Work Trailer

•

UCFCircleK
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, October 8, 1996 4:00 pm
Housing Area II Commons
CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST
EVERY TUES. & WED.
NOON SC214

For Rent
Noisy neighbors? Try the tranqwl
environment of a condo home in
Hunter's Reserve. Only a mile
from campus. 2 bedroom/2 bath
homes with as little as $50 down.
Ca11 developers rep at 977-9007
for pre-construction pricing.
Furnished Room For Rent
Prefer Females only!
Large Horse Farm $300/mo.
365-9815

Roomates
Roomates wanted 10 min from
UCF 2 room s avail in 3 br home
$230 $250 + 1/3 util 365-6625
677-6830 4-9

•

For Sale

Classifieds

MEMORY 72-pin 4 MRG $28,
8 MEG $49, 16 MEG $95, 30-pin
4x9 $28. Direct from Mfg.
TOLL FREE (800)318-0254
2Good, 2True
Qcomm rep need to rid of
prepaid ph. cards. $.19 min,
anytime/where. Send $1& self
adress stam env. to G. Threats
3843 Stonehaven, Orlando,
32817

Help Wanted
VALET PARKING - FT, PT
nights, weekends, immediate
openings $6-$1 O/hr Call Casey
648-0770
Instructors needed: Spanish,
Dance, Music for after school
programs. 2:30-5:30. $18 pe_r
hour. Must love kids.
Call 895-1020

October 8, 1996

Attention UCFers! Do you take
vitamins? Well, try our new
product line! Better yet, make
money and get uice discounts! No
exp. necessary. Call 1-800-5935499 x 10787 for info.
15-20 hrs/wk errands, typing &
some office work near Fashion
Square Mall; $6/hr(flexible
schedule); ~owledge of basic
auto maintenance. Ca11 Lindsay at
894-5090 on Sat or Sun
1:00-6:00 only.

•

I

..

Students needed in this' area to stuff our
marketing company's circulars. For free
details and application, send self-

address stamped envelope to:
Generations Marketing Inc.
P.O. Box 13486Atlanta GA30324

Services

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraterniDriver wanted; part-time
ties, sororities & groups. Any
Call 898-1808
campus organization can raise up to
1000 by earning a whopping $5.00
TUTOR/SITTER needed after
VISA application.
school hours for two bright girls
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
ages 8 and 9. Prefer education or
Qualified callers receive
psychology student with interest
FREE T-SHIRT
in helping children learn, and
with ability to make sure that all
WORDMASTERS
homework gets finished. Also
STUDENT
PAPER SPECIALneed transportation to take one
ISTS
SINCE
1986, NEAR
child to one extracurricular
CAMPUS
277-9600
activity once per week. Possible
expansion of hours and duties for
the right candidate. Near Navy
Base, Rollins area. Please send
letter of interest or resume, plus
references'to: Deb Blechman, c/o
150 N. Orange Ave., Suite 225,
Orlando, FL 32801.

+

~BECOME

ANAIRffiRCE

Child care needed-My home
Winter Park 3 week nights and
every other weekend. Must have
reliable transportation. Call Karen
(W) 843-9900 (H) 679-9710

PC Memory and Peripheral Sale
8 Mb 2X32 $47 16 Mb 4X32 $89
8 Mb EDO $49 16 Mb EDO $90
8XCD ROM $97, custom systems
VISA & MASTERCARD, free
home delivery. Warranty, details
ca11282-1141

Photographers Needed- Bob
Knight Photo is hiring personable,
motivated individuals. Must have
business suit, transportation, and
35mm SR camera. Call 1-800628-4509 between 9-12 M-F

Class Ring Sale Oct 8, 9, & 10
form 10:00-3:00. Save$$. On the
Ore.en, not the bookstore. Jostens,
there is a difference, look for it.

PAY OFF THOSE BILLS!
New company needs colege
students who want to earn up JO
$950 a day! FREE web page,
FREE long distance! Spots are
going fast so don't delay! Call
673-3507 or email
Polisteph@aol.com TODAY!

omcER.

Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities
See if you qualify.
Call

STA Travel is the

world~s

largest

travel organization specializing
in low-cost travel for students.
• Student Airfares
• Domestic Discounts

•ID Gards &

Hostel Membership
• Around the World

• Eurail Passes

• Spring Break
• Travel Insurance
• Packages for 18-34 yrs.

PSST! Going somewhere else? STA Travel has great student airfares to destinations around the world.

AIRFORn:
TOLLF'REE
1-800-4lJ-lrSAli'

•

,

Computer-286-on line w/library
dot matrix printer, w/table,
software. $75 all. 359-2786

Classi ied Advertisin Form

www.sta-travel.com

800-777-0112

SL )
STA TRAVEL

We've been there.

~-----------------------~---------------

Ptea~echeckoneof1hefo·uowing:

_For Reill
_For Sale
_Singles

_Wanted
_Services
_Ti1tors

--------------,
_Car Pool
_Greek Corner
_Personals
_Autos
_Club Info
_Lost & Found
_Roommates
_Help Wanted
_Other

_Cash

------------------------------

------------------------------

Check
Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the follow!ng dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RA'fES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form
and payment to The Central Aorida Future, 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Alln:
Classifieds, or fax form and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in per.;on in our
offices, located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, cal.I (407) 823-8054.

Lb _________________________ Na'!!:_, address, af!dphone (required):

_ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :J
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N'"o mo·re
blood for Oil

j : ·. frl)press your family,·. ;

f,

Anpox.your frien9s arJ'd
Baffle your enemies with: .

1

; vOcablil3rY~'·

! 'Prete·nti.o.us..-~·

Bruce J. Soileau
The World Around Us

Sad<!am Hussein has once again

j

sere hd jpity

emerged victorious over the United
States. Using diplomatic measures he was
able to gain the support of a Kurdish faction and take back control of Northern
Iraq. In -response to being outwitted
President Clinton launched in excess of
30 cruise missiles at Iraqi military targets. At over l.5 million dollars a piece,
that probalJly makes the defense contractors happy but looks to me like a major
waste of ~payers' money. The attacks
only served to stre~gthen Arab support
for Saddaqi and da~ge U.S. refationships with otir Gulf War all~es.

~
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l. Coming. upon importan~
discov~ries by accident. A
fortunate coinddence ..·

~
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~
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~ exampte: .
· · , .· .
i B'OB: 'Then I ran· into Alex
~ Trebek~sBMW and he.put rrie . on
~
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The J>{idd~e .East serve<J as a :
,~attlegr9~,~d .between theU.~~,~~ . . tlie · i

Feminists don't always get what they want

;t;J#~=~~·
i o What does The National
n.eedetl to

JJU~ ~te~v~p~?ns as

~t1p th~ ·

~~~i~U:°r~1t~J

~111;~:~1~~

baron JC!ld C'8Dipt}~' 'H~g~)V;,18~"'"
This is f'filia~yfor'tWo~;lsons•.
First, what is Sadam.e gohig to d~ with
all that oil, drink it? Oil rich Middle,East
nations are just as reliant on the west to
buy their oil. Secondly, the U.S. has huge
deposits of oil on ,and off shore. These
deposits are deep and therefQre expensive to get to. Europe and
would
be hurt most by any st9pp~ge ofthe oil
trade. They would becQme reliant on the
U.S. for their oil supply. Hmm •.. that
dosn 't sound too bad.
Most people remember the Gulf
War as.a gteat Victory where we kicked
some Iraqi tail: Unfortunately, ldon't
remember it that way. I remember my
classmate, Terry Plunk, who was killed
disarming a landmine. This week the
Pentagon has released a report that over
15,000 AD,?.erican troops were p,robably
exposed to nerve gas during the war.
Thesepienand wo~enriskedtheirlives
tQ liberate a nation of billionaires who
treat their .imported servants
'slaves
and women as second class citizens.
Clintoq has sent more troops
to Kuwajt. More of our brothers, sls·
te(s and pa~ents win be p\a~ed in_a
dan~erol1s 'p9siti<ln~ ' To ~e -~i"~~ans·
less ~{ ~~ ;yMl cl~ssmates wii{;'fj~ ~f.
our r~iiq'iop this year.
· ·
·' · ·
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Japan
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. K~ep your beads
Brother 'Riis.
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Organization for Women
really want, anyway?

The National Organization for
Women (NOW) has once again displayed
its hypocrisy and real motives for pushing a feminist agenda. It was just a year
~go that the Citadel, the previously all
male school in Charleston, South Carolina, was forced to admit women or lose
all government funding ..
We all remember it: For a week, the
news of Shannon
Faulkner's entrance
into the school led
news stories across the
nation. Shannon.. was
put up on a pedestal by
NOW, and they hailed
her as a pioneer. We
watched as she walked
through· the front gates
of the schuol, and we
looked on as she stood
side by side, the lone female, in ranks
with hundreds of male cadets.
Then, less than a week after that
grand entrance, we heard news that Shannon was in the infirmary. She had entered the school overweight and out of
shape. Shortly after, we saw pictures of
her being rushed out the back gates of the
campus. Why didn't Shannon walk out
the front like she went in, and where were
her new friends from NOW?
Now, this extreme feminist organization has displayed its hypocrisy once
more. The Virginia Military Institute
(VMI), another all male school in Lex-

Ur 11 11u11

.

E MR" .
-,,

11.;.

future.opinion@
outdoor.com
rr:r: nNI INE.•
t..rr
u1 ''-", .

http://www.gdi.net/
cff/cff.html

ington, Virginia, was also forced, by Supreme Court decision this year, to admit
women or lose government funding . As a
result, VMI leadership voted late this
summer to admit women; however, NOW
is outraged. Why? Well, along with voting to admit women, VMI voted to make
the standards for women exactly the same
as those for men, including
haircuts .
That's right, if a
woman wants to attend
VMI, ~he will have her
head. shaved along
with the male cadets .
What makes
NOW so upset about
this
decision?
They'll tell you the
reas·on they're mad is
because VMI is using
haircuts to keep
women from applying or to humiliate
those who do enroll, but that argument
doesn't hold up in a society where
prominent women such as Demi Moore
are shaving -their heads freely. NOW
should praise VMI for a11owing women

Why didn't Shannon walk out the
front like she went
in, and where were
her friends from
NOW?

. ' cffuture@gdi.net .
. . no1N1nN
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cadets to be on the cutting edge of fashion .
Furthermore, NOW must not
realize that the "M" in VMI stands for
military. Of course it's humiliating for
cadets to get their heads shaved, and
that's the point. That's how the mi litary works. They break cadets down in
order to build them up stronger than
they were before. If cadets, male or female, don't want to be subjected to humiliation, there are thousands of other
schools to choose from.
So, the issue is not humiliation.
The real reason these feminists are so
upset is because they not only want to
force their way into every part of society, they want to make up their own
rules as well. In the case of VMI, it
didn't work, and they're furious.
. VMI has done the right thing.
Women have every right to apply, be accepted, and enroll in the school, just as
men do, but the traditional high standards of this outstanding military institute should not be lowered to accommodate anyone - man, woman, or feminist.
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Taking our guns won't solve the problem
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As a child were you rowdy, selfish, cocky or timid? More than likely, you
fit i.nto one of those categories. Some of
you. are probably saying, "I never did anything wrong. I'm an angel." Stop lying.
At one point during summer vacation
your parents were ripping their hair out
so now your father has a lifetime supply
of Rogaine.
Being
an
election year, family
values keep being
bombarded in your
face. If I hear that
phrase "It takes a village to raise a child"
again, I'm going to
vomit! If the parents
raised their child half
way decent they
would not have to be
dependent on the village people. Take responsibility for your
own child! People are too busy to nurture
and raise your child while you're moonlighting on the town. However, instead of
complaining, I have devised a plan that
is sensible and well thought out. Remember that love is not love unless you give
it away and a tree will not mature unless
you water the roots. Young children are
like trees and need nurturing through love
and constant parental supervision.
My plan for those parents who
refuse to care for their child and for those
who can't control them: Put your child
on Wal-Mart layaway for 60 days! Not
only will it teach your egotistical child
some manners, but it will allow the child
to bond with the Wal-Mart manager. After all, isn't that what we want? A child
who bonds with an adult makes for a more
· nurtured young person. The only requirement needed to put your child on layaway
would be to hand over 10 percent of what

you think your child is worth. Take into
account the amount of expenses, divide
by their age, and take 10 percent. I envision big money wi11 be saved on food due
to the Wal-Mart snack bar.
After 60 days, an evaluation will
be arranged by top Wal-Mart executives
and an election vote will be held between
Wal-Mart's top layaway customers. Those
selected_will be chosen to meet at the
snack bar at eight
o'clock in the morning. The 100 voters
would cast their ballots to decide which
children shall remain
in the store for later
review, put up for
adoption for the general public or given to
the Wal-Mart manager. The parents
would have to be
present due to the high probability that
their child would leave them forever. They
are put under a severe question and answer session with wrong answers costing
them an additional 15 percent tax in the
event they get their child back.
. The parents would start to see
how their children are behaving and
would begin believing in Wal-Mart's
motto "Made in.America." The only time
we can have a brighter future for the children is when they realize what .our country is and how it developed. There's no
better place to learn that than Wal-Mart.
Parents who lose their children in the layaway plan, don't worry, because what we
need is 24 hour day care, not the four hours that most of you give! Can you
think of any better way for the village to
raise your children? Wal-Mart: for the
people helping people! What a sensible
plan!

Young children are
like trees and need
nurturing through
love and constant
parental supervision.

·~ · •,

Let us take a look at the pros
and cons of gun control. The ongoing
fight to ban all firearm ownership is
liighly polarized. Gun Control, Inc.
seems determined not to recognize the
serious consequences that would befall
an unarmed populace, especially in
times like these. I choose to recognize .
the arguments of gun control ad vacates. I feel that the reasons given to
ban all firearm ownership are not good
enough to justify the vulnerability an
unarmed populace would suffer. There
is always more than one solution to a
problem. I agq!e with gun control advocates that solutions are required, but
I do not accept their solution. We
should demand of our representatives
to facilitate better solutions that do not
leave people vulnerable to the acts of
predatory people, and corrupt and uncari~g governments. I recognize that
the desire for peace is real and honorable.
The prevailing attitude seems
to be that if people throw_ away their
weapons, their hearts will fo_llow. I
think that this is a fallacy. Everyone
must do it voluntarily, including the
police, if there is to be a lasting peace.
Am I the only one to see the hypocrisy of disarming at the pofnt of a police
officer's gun? I ask gun control advocates, will you shoot me if I resist giving up my gun? Where is the peace in
that? Why dori't you trust me so that I
can trust you?
The best reason to ban firearm
ownership is the prevention of accidental death and injury among children.
Fire arms are powerful weapons , and
they' do cost us a lot in ruined lives and
money to care for gunshot victims.
Firearms are impersonal weapons designed to be used from a distance, and
consequently innocent bystanders are

shot by careless and inaccurate shooting.
Solutions other than banning
firearms have been devised to prevent
accidental death and injury among children. The oldest and most effective prevention is demonstration .
You make a target with material
that simulates human flesh. Wet newspaper is good, and take your child to a safe
shooting area. Then you shoot the target
in the presence of your child explaining
that guns are definitely not toys.
I think it would be good prevention if firearm safety classes in elementary school included carefully supervised
use of firearms by ~he children. Few
things instill respect in guns better than
actually using one.
Recent technical innovation has
provided an excellent means of preventing accidental death and injury by fire~
arms. A device can be installed in the gun
that disables the gun unless it is in the
hand of the intended user.
The cost in ruined lives and
money to care for gun shot victims and
the shooting of innocent bystanders is a
consequence of crime. I disagree that banning firearms is a viable means of preventing crime. Criminals will just get
their guns from the black market and law
abiding citizens will have no way to defend themseives. The police can only be
reactive. An armed citizen can be
proactive.
I will have a basis for trust in considering giving up my gun when the police,
the BATF, the FBI and the armed forces give
up their weapons. I consider this to be a
two way street, and until it is, firearm ownership is an essential element in the balance
of power between civilians and the government. I want the option of having weapons
with the same range, power, and accuracy
that the police, the BATF and the FBI have
~"..,;]
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Autos
BIW11 Gapvskl Autos writer
The automobile industry has
been through many turbulent times.
Each company in the automobile industry constantly undergoes changes
to keep up with the frantic pace of
innovations made by their com_petitors.
But let's look back on where
this all started. The quality gap:
where did it all begin?
It. began in the late 1950's
when Toyota and other imports arrived in America. The quality gap
was in full effect back then. Domestic automobiles were extremely reliable and .efficient, and the imports
were underpowered and unreliable.
In the 1950's, there was a major
quality gap in favor of the domestic
cars. Reme111ber, the automobile industry is coll$tantly changing, and
when an automaker relaxes, it loses
control.
A good example is the Dark
Ages of automobiles (1973-1985).
ftere were some good cars built
hring this era, but they were few
it far between•.The Big Four (that

their designs. Because of this, the qualincluded AMC) were unprepared for to several oil embargos.
The engineers overseas worked ity gap has disappeared in the last five
the new government standards forfuel
efficiency, safety and emissions. The do- diligently trying to improve .their au- years.
Now, the Foreign and Domestic
mestic cars built during 1973~1985 tomobiles. By the late l970's, the
were plagued with poor workmansl;iip Ainerican roads were now filled with automobiles are on a level playing field
and reli- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . H o n <l a · for quality. If you compare the finest cars
Civics, from Detroit and put them up against
ability.
the finest automobiles from Japan, you
The hunfind that current domestic cars are
will
dreds of
new gov.
.
. .
just as refined, powerful, efficient and
ernment
bats qn reliable as a Japanese competitor.
mandates
240ZXs. American cars now have an advantage:
crippled
A~
The :Big ·price. Since t~e Japanese Yen has been
fluctuating so much, it has raised the
prices of Japanese products substan·
tially. Keep this in mind the next time
you shop around for an automobile.
The best piece of advice I can
t i o n S'
p a r ed
about new car purchases is.
give
anyone
madethe
again.
BigFour's
Soon, the to TEST DRIVE AT LEAST FIVE DIF·
automo·. . .
Big Four FERENT MAKES OF VEHICLES BE·
bile qual·
became FORE MAKING A DECISION.
A quality gap has existed for the
itysuffe& .__~~~~~----........--~----~--~--~~~----the Big
During this time, the quality Three as American Motors Corpora- past 40 years, but now it seems to be
gap shifted from domestic automakers ti on was buried in 1987. Chrysler gone. This is actually pretty exciting.
to foreign automakers.
would have joined them if it weren't for Now, a car buyer doesn ;t always have to
Japanese cars were fuel-em- those K-cars.
worry about reliability in a car, because
cient and, reliable. Fuel-efficiency was
The Big Three spent years the majority of new cars are reliable. A
ignored in the 1960's, but during the studying their mistakes. They began buyer can now decide which car is the
1970's it became a major issue thanks · putting more time and research into most fun!
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1996 Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Detennined
5 Actress Irene
· 10 Competent
14 Winglike
15 By oneself
16 Salver
17 Singer Home
18 Advertising lights
19 Own
20 Nicolas Cage's
Oscar-winning film
23 Before
24 Charged atom
25 "Lord Jim" author
28 Ruled paper
33 Ouzo flavoring
34 Carpenter's tool
35 Pipe elbow
37 Blind parts
38 __Hari
39 __the line
40 Masts
41 Bricklayer
42 Add commentary
44 Most healthy
45 Try for office
46 Table leaving
47 Eddie Murphy film

56
57
58
59
60
· 61
62

Writer Kingsley
Gigantic
Flair
Chuckers game
Arab chieftain
Slangy negative
Roger Rabbit or
his ilk
63 Removes, in
printing
64 Golf items

~VJ£

DOWN
1 Game object
2 Gen. Robert_
3 Zola heroine
4 Cross
5 Criticized
6 Not_to stand on
7 Swimming place
8 __Karenina
9 Meetings
IO Greek city
11 Vaunt
12 Vesuvius output
13 Looks over
21 Dies_
22 Field mouse

25 Magna_ _
27 Former actor,
David
28 Get wider
29 Cereal fixings
30 Stop
31 Some singers
32 Foundry
34 Town map
37 Anthem word
38 Abuse
40 Daze
41 Horse
43 Prayer
44 Baseball clouts
47 Army rank: abbr.
48 Melville's South
Seas adventure
49 Venus de__
50 Not wild
51 Pitcher Hershiser
52 U.S. author
53 Nastase of tennis
54 Malacca
55 Insects
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stood out for me. One was a cover ofThe Smiths classic, "How
soon is now?," by Everclear. Cover songs are always fun to
listen to. The Hi-Fives, "Sky bolt x-66," is very good. It is sort
of sixties sounding with a cool riff that sounds like the theme
song for Pulp Fiction. The coolest song on the CD was Low
with, "I started a joke." It is a melodic tune with a female lead
singer with a great voice. The rest of the CD is touch and go.
Mostly punk bands, some are well produced, and some sound
like they were recorded on a 4-track in somebody's closet.
Anyway, the good makes up for the bad. With 15 tracks you
cannot expect them all to be great. Go ahead and check this out.

,,

• all reviews by Jesse Cervantes

Sing Monkey Sing
Raging Slab
(American)
GPA: 0.5
Raging Slab .... This band reminds me of a big slab all
right. On the inside cover there is a pentagram and a devilish
looking creature. I think to myself... another satanic band.
Okay, let's see what the Devil did with these guys. I know now
that I will never sell ID,Y soul to the Devil, because even Old
Beezelbub himself cannot make these guys sound good. This
must be his idea of a cruel joke to the good inhabitants of planet
Earth. The lead vocalist sings so badly it makes my car stall.
I would not recommend this CD to my former roommates (we
had a terrible breakup). The CD consists of 13 tracks (imagine
that). The 13th track is in three movements. When I think of
it I almost have a movement...The CD is called Sing Monkey
Sing . A more appropriate title may have been, play and sing
like monkeys. The worst part about the whole thing is that,
apparently, these guys have been at it for over ten years. Did
they not learn anything? It sounds like they just picked up their
instruments ten days ago. Forget you read this, forget you ever
heard the name Raging Slab, forget you even woke up this
morning. Just please remember, do not get this CD.

Paladins
Paladins
(4 A.O.)
GPA: 2.5

Paladine.. .I have to give these guys credit for talent.
They are a rocky- bluesy three piece set up. The entire album
was recorded live at various venues in California, Oregon,
Washington and even Canada. Another interesting aspect of
the band is that the bassist uses a stand up bass, you know one
of those basses that look like a giant cello. It' sBuddy Holly and
the Crickets all over again. Well, they're not quite as cool as
Buddy Holly, but they hold theirown. All three guys sing. The
guitarist, of course, is the primary lead singer. He has a raspy
voice like most blues singers. The only thing is, the songs tend
to run on and on. They also tend to bleed together. The truth
is, you need to be stoned if you really want to enjoy this. It
reminds me of seeing rusted root at the H.O.R.D.E. festival. I
think I was the only one that did not have any smoke, and
subsequently, I was the only one that was not into the show.
Oh well, what can you do. If you are into what they call ''grass
roots'', the new politically correct term for stony music, you
should like this.

&HfiHr;N.t f(,w

Pure Sweet Hell
Jabberjaw
(Mammoth)
GPA: 3.0

New CDs

Jabberjaw's, Pure Sweet Hell ,is a compilation from
Mammoth Records. Compilations are usually pretty good
because you get an opportunity to hear bands you normally
wouldn't hear, even if you don't want to. There are almost
always at least two thatmake the album. This CD had three that

by
Susanna Hoffs
Neurotic Outsiders
Big lick

Choose The Health Care Partner
Who Gives You
What You Really Want.

If you want to choose a doctor that you already know.
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby.
If you want a health care plan that's known for quality.
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust.
If you want the card that's always recognized.
If you want it all in a health care plan that's surprisingly affordable.
Then you really want Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options~'
If your employer gives you a choice, ask for what you really want. And put
the Blues® behind you.
·
1

It's Good To Have The Blues® Behind You.

BlueCross
Blue Shield

®

•

of Florida

A

HFAilH OPTIOm

-.

'

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. and Health Option\. Inc. are lnde~nd<nt Licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association .
®Registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associatinn ® Registered mark of Blue Crn" and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc .
Health Options. Inc. is the HMO subsidiary of Blue Cro" and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc.
N609CP3B

.. . . State Emp~oyees - Call About
· . . . Health Options 1-800-544-6178.
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ESSENTIAL OILS
AROMATHERAPY SUPPLIES
INCENSE
HERBBOOKS&
RESEARCH LIBRARY

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
OPEN 10 AM TO 7 PM
MON. -SAT.

9434 E.COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FL 32817

CLOSED SUN

(407) 823 -8840

THE CRAFT (Columbia)
Fairuza Balk, Robin Tunney, Neve
Campbell, Rachel True, Skeet Ulrich,
Cliff DeYoung
*112 (out of four) C-

(MCA)
Reese Witherspoon, Mark Whalberg, William L.
Peterson, Amy Brenneman, Alyssa Milano
**112 (out of four) C+

A covenant of horny teenage witches
ends up terrorizing its small town of naive
boys. Fairuza Balk does the most impressive
work here as the leader of her supernatural
club. TV's Party of Five let its high school
sweetheart, Neve Campbell, off the hook during summer hiatus to take a whack at bigscreen acting. Actually, Campbell is quite
good. Mr. making a name for himself, Skeet
Ulrich, (Last Dance) turns in a credible performance as the poor guy who's smitten by all the
estrogen the witches are brewing in their pots.
Were witches ever this sexy? I can't remember if they ever were. By the end, we are treated
with an overdone, distasteful battle between
good and evil, between Balk' s sorceress run
rampant and her gal pals' virtuous upbringings. Aside from all thefinale'ssnakes,roaches,
and worms, go ahead and score strike three for
director-writer Andrew Fleming (BadDreams,
Threesome) who, with this derivative thriller,
has yet to make a decent film.

In James Foley's Fear(the upcoming The Chamber)
slightly exploitive chiller, Reese Witherspoon stars as a young
high-schooler on the watch for a meaningful relationship.
Problem is, she can't find theright boyfriend. A late-night trek
into a punk bar with friend Alyssa Milano leads her to Mark
Whalberg, a creepy, bulky fellow who's had too many ot his
screws loosened.The seemingly nice Whalberg soon infiltrates Witherspoon's fortress-like home of her rich parents
(Peterson and Brenneman). Dad gets all too suspicious. He
knows something bad is going to happen. Foley's first film
after the Al Paci no debacle, Two Bits, is entertaining and scary
in a sort of manipulative way. Yet I admire Foley and will
continue to do so. His camera work elevates Fear to a level the
pie otherwise probably doesn't really deserve. If the ending
feels uninspired, what might shock some is that this suspense
drama is from the director who brought us Glengarry Glen
Ross and At Close Range.

•Dean G. Lewis

SPEQIAl STUDENT PRWE
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(Evergreen)
Lili Taylor, Jared Harris, Stephen
Dorff, Martha Plimpton
** (out of four) C
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Orthopedic- Full each piece--$59

·

I SHOT ANDY WARHOL

Queen each piece
$69
Futon with mattress (comp!ete)--$198
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I Shot Andy Warhol examines the life of
Valerie Solanas, the furious feminist turned
factory flunky who so craved Warhol's attention that she'd kill to get it. Lili Taylor (Dogfight) delivers another strong performance as
Valerie, a militant lesbian political writer who
so propagates ·her beliefs that she ultimately
alienates the very people who could help spread
hermessage. Unfortunately, thepicturedoesn't
live up to Taylor's talents. It's first-time director Mary Harron's detached style that's the
problem. We never get to identify with Valerie
or her plight. Instead, we just clinically observe
her bounce from one failed relationship, be it
personal or professional, to another.
The supporting cast is capable, and
the film does a good job of exploring other
aspects of Warhol's life besides his art, but I
was left wanting more. All in all, Andy Warhol
misses its target.

• Arthur A. Paulk

FEAR

• Dean G. Lewis

FUPPER

(MCA-Universal)
Elijah Wood, Paul Hogan
*112 (outoffour) D+

Another entry in the old television remake sweepstakes.
This time around, director Alan Shapiro tackles the saltwater
• haven of Flipper, transporting him to the big screen alongside
pals Elijah Wood and his long-lost uncle, Paul Hogan. The
dolphin is played by countless automatons (taking a cue from
Free Willy 2) controlled by countless Hollywood automatons.
Theresultcomes off as your worst family stuff, only alleviated
by the presence of Wood, a child actor who has matured and
grown through films that either showcased his young talent
(Radio Flyer, Paradise) or neglected it (The Good Son, The
War). In Flipper, he doesn't have much to work with. Blame
the bigwigs in Cali for assigning Shapiro, the director behind
1993' s The Crush, to this project. But then again, this is not a
Disney production. If you want truly good family viewing for
a Sunday night, go rent The Secret Garden and Beauty and the
Beast. You won't even get wet.
•Dean G. Lewis

Other new releases:
A Midwinter's Tale, Antonia's Line, Race the Sun,
Celtic Pride

Coming n.e~ week
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NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

The witches conjure up hormones in The Craft.
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LEFT: QB Daunte
Culpepper has passed
his way into the 3 ,000
yard club in just 16
career
games.
Culpeppernow ranks
5th on the all-time UCF
yards passing list.
Culpepper has thrown
for 1,055 -yards this
season and ifhis 195.3
yards passing per
game average holds,
he will wind up second
toDarinHinshawwith
8,597 career yards.
RIGHT: Receiver
Todd Cleveland has
already caught 45
passes this season
which leaves him 33
receptions s_h y of
David Rhodes' single
season -mark of 78
catches in a season set
in 1993. Cleveland is
currently ranked 3rd
among Division I-A
receivers
in
receptions pet' game
with 9 and 7th in
receiving yards per
game with 118 .
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, Student Legal Services
Problems With:
• Landlords
Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
l

Need:
•A Will
• A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
•
•

,.

..

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

. Prizes

and Good Times are Guaranteed!.!

UCF vs.

~USF
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UCF Ski Team earns berth to national tournament
by TIM SPRINGER
Sports editor

I.

UCF ski team co-captain Nathan Stein will lead the skiing Knights into competition at the
national tournament in Milledgeville, Ga. Thursday. The skiing Knights earned a berth to
the tournament by finishing second in the Southern Conference qualifyer.

The UCF Ski-Team has
earned an invitation to the National Collegiate Ski Tournament
by slaloming, jumping and tricking its way through weekly competitions.
For the first time since the
1993 season, the Golden Knights'
ski-team will go head-to-head
with 14 of the best college skiteams in the country.
"It's going to be tough,"
~aid co-captain Nathan Stein.
"But we're pretty excited to be
back in the hunt for a national
title."
Never having missed a national competition until the 1994
and 1995 seasons, the Golden
Knights are back and sharp
enough to cut glass.
An undefeated season is
what the men skiers will ride into
the national competition, while
the women w·ill use a season in
which they finished in the top
three every week.

UCF Football adds Nebraska and Big Money
by TIM SPRINGER
Sports editor

Don't accuse the Golden
· Knights of dipping their toe into the
uncharted waters ofDivision I-A football. It would be a bit more accurate to
8ay they've climbed the high dive, got
a running start and dove head first into
the unknown.
A record of 1-4 is hardly where
the UCF football program expected to
be after five games, but reality has a
way of telling it like it is. Four straight
road games has caused the Golden
Knights to be heavy in the loss column.
As if they enjoy the punishment of
Division I-A road games, the best I-A
football team in the central Florida area
has committed to taking on one of the
most feared college football programs
in the country.
University of Central Florida
Athletic Director Steve Sloan announced that an agreement has been
reached for UCF to play Nebraska in
football next season. UCF will travel to
Lincoln to play the two-time, defend~

ing national champion Cornhuskers
Sept. 13, 1997. The much anticipated
matchuptakestheplaceofapreviously
scheduled game at Bowling Green.
Bowling Green asked to be released
from the contract in order to play a

game against Ohio State.
'This game will give us a
tremendous opportunity to gain national exposure since we are in transition," Sloan said. ''It will also cement
the fact we are a viable player as a I-A
football program."
Smee joining the Division I-A
ranks, theGoldenKnightshavestrayed
:from scheduling creampuffopponents
and consequently have been cracked
by the Cool Whip for their boldness.
Suffering losses to every Division I-A
team they've faced this season, the
struggling Knights remq.in optimistic
about competing at the I-A level.
· ''Lookingatourschedule, we're
over-matched," head coach Gene
McDowell said at the start of the season. "And we've been over-matched
for years. But we've always managed

to do reasonably well."
Ille wise words " ...you have to
beat the best to be the best ..'' seem to be
lingering in the minds of the UCFfootball program. When looking at the
Golden Knights' future schedules, it's
easy to see the direction the football
program is headed.
The 1997 season will not only
feature the Cornhuskers, who will reportedlypay theUCFprogram $475,CXX>
dollars for the Sept date, it will also
include other road games at Mississippi, South Carolina, Auburn and Mississippi. Themadnesscontinuesin 1998 .
and 1999 when the Golden Knights
will take to the road to battle Purdue,
Auburn, Florida and Virginia
"I think it's a great opp6rtunity for us to play Nebraska," said
sophomore quarterback Daunte
Culpepper. ''Knowing that we're going to play a team of that caliber will
boost the morale over the summer and
make everybody work harcler if they
want to compete at that level in the
college game."

Momma I'm comin' home

The Skiing Knights will
head to Milledgeville, Ga. to take
part in the competition minus
two of their top women skiers.
Deborah Dowdy and Melissa
Patrick played a major role in
the success of the women's skiteam this season, but will miss
the trip to nationals leaving the
women with three participating
skiers in a tournament that scores
on a five skier format.
"It's gonna cost us a lot of
points without D.D. [Dowdy]
and Melissa [Patrick]," Stein admitted. "But we're remaining
positive about our chances."
Leading the men's team
into competition will be Stein
and co-captain Brett Muhlitner.
They will look to freshmen
Casey Martin and Kris Mutcher
to reinain consistent as they have
all season.
"We've been pretty consistent all season," Stein said.
"If we can continue to do that
we'll be happy regardless of how
we finish."

KNIGHT
Knews
•GOLF
The UCF women's golf
team finished second at the Yale
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
held in New Haven, Ct. Sept. 29.
The Lady Knights finished second to host Yale, 17 shots back.
• CROSS COUNTRY
The UCF men ' s and
women's cross country teams
competed in the inaugural Walt
Disney World Cross Country Classic held at the Oaks Golf Course.
The men finished seventh out of
nine teams while the women came
inl 1 out ofl 2.
•SOCCER
The UCFmen' s soccer team
was upset 7-4 last Wednesday
afternoon in DeLand as Stetson
University picked up its first
TAAC win of the season. The
Golden Knights, who won the
Florida Atlantic Tournament the
previous weekend, fell behind 3-0
but came roaring back, scoring
four straight goals to take the lead.
However, Stetson bounced back,
· scoring four more goals leaving
the Golden Knights with al) overall record of 6-4 and 1-2 in the
TAAC.

r

•FAMILY FOOTBALL
Florida Citrus Sports is creating a special "Family Section"
at the Florida Citrus Bowl for the
Dowdy Aviation Classic on November 9 with Florida State and
Wake Forest. Based on recent research conducted by the Florida
Citrus Sports staff, many Orlando
sports fans have expressed an interest in having an opportunity to
sit in "family sections" that -are
alcohol and smoke-free.

UCF cornerback Reggie Doster and the rest of the Golden
Knights returned from a four game road trip without a win.
The Knight's play at home Saturday versus Samford.

-Tim Springer
Sports editor
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